STEP 1. Unfold shopping cart (A) to expose the back leg of cart. Slide axle (B) through hole in each back leg. Center the axle and place two cotter pins (F) in the two holes on the inside of the back legs. Using pliers (not included) bend cotter pins (F) to lock the axle into place.

STEP 2. Attach the back wheels by placing a washer (D), a spring (E), then another washer (D) onto one end of the axle. Place one back wheel (C) and one more washer (D) onto axle and press against spring assembly until the outer hole on axle is visible. Insert another cotter pin (F). Using pliers (not provided) bend cotter pin (F) to lock the wheel into place on axle. Press the hub cap (G) onto end of axle. Repeat step 2 for the other side.

STEP 3. Assembly is complete. Enjoy using your Whitmor rolling shopping cart.

### Assembly Time:
Less than 30 minutes

This product’s intended use is for carting groceries, sporting equipment, laundry items, etc.

### Tools Needed:
Pliers